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Mitchell says couples 
can protest price hike
Huntley contends Anaconda 
should pledge nonpollution
By RICHARD BANGS 
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
The Anaconda Co. should be required to make a 
bona fide pledge in its charter stating that it will 
not pollute the Lincoln area with its mining devel­
opment, NBC newscaster Chet Huntley said yes­
terday.
If it defies this pledge, it should be taken to court, 
Mr. Huntley told the Montana Kaimin in a tele­
phone interview.
Mr. Huntley was questioned about a telegram he 
sent to the Lincoln Gazette in support of the Com­
pany’s interests in the area. The telegram said, “In 
all good conscience I cannot do other than support 
the Anaconda venture predicated on the company 
giving every enforceable pledge against all pollu­
tion.”
Mr. Huntley said he had assurances from the State 
Board of Health, Gov. Forrest H. Anderson, the De­
partment of Planning and Economic Development 
and the Anaconda Co. that the operations in Lincoln 
would be nonpolluting.
A company would not invest $70 million and take 
the chance of losing it because of pollution, Mr. 
Huntley said. “If industries start polluting they are 
in real trouble. They are really under the gun.”
Besides losing money, the Company damages its 
image, Mr. Huntley said. He conceded that Ana­
conda Co.’s image in Montana is not, and has not, 
been good.
“Anaconda has been under fire in Montana and 
deservedly so,” he said. “Now I am convinced that 
they have taken a 180-degree turn. Let’s give them 
the chance to prove it.”
The atmosphere in the United States is the same 
as in Montana, Mr. Huntley said. The industries are 
“scared stiff.”
The $70 million put up by the Company as the 
initial investment at Lincoln was termed by Mr. 
Huntley as a bond that would insure the safety of 
the Lincoln community.
He said he supported investigation of the envi­
ronmental quality in the area and the demand 
that the Company must not lower that quality. He 
said that under the laws of the Department of Plan­
ning and Economic Development any citizen that 
sees the Anaconda Co. or any other industry pol­
luting can take the industry to court.
Everyone pollutes, and it is time to forget the 
past and work together on the pollution problems, 
he said.
Some environmentalists have said that Mr. Hunt­
ley’s recreation complex in the Gallatin Valley will 
create a rural slum. Mr. Huntley denied this, calling 
the accusations “a lot of damned nonsense.” He said, 
“Our investors aren’t going to spend $15 million and 
let it turn into a slum.”
He said all the standard preventive measures will 
be taken—garbage cans will be used, “Do not litter 
signs” will be posted and groundskeepers will police 
the site.
MSU students protest dismissal
By DAN McINTYRE
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
Residents of Married Student 
Housing can protest their proposed 
five per cent rent increase at a 
meeting of the State Board of Re­
gents Monday, Administrative Vice 
President George L. Mitchell said 
yesterday.
Residents of Married Student 
Housing organized a meeting with 
Mr. Mitchell last night after learn­
ing that the board would act on 
the rent hike.
Mr. Mitchell promised a hearing 
with President Robert Pantzer to­
day for residents who wanted Mr. 
Pantzer to urge the board to delay 
a decision on the matter until its 
June meeting.
Residents wanted the delay to 
allow them time to find what they 
term “errors in the budget guess­
work” that led to the raise.
The five per cent raise would 
make an increase of 12 per cent 
in married student housing rent 
within the last year, according to 
Russ Centanni, biology teaching 
assistant and a spokesman for the 
group. Dormitory rent will rise 
only 10 per cent within the same 
period.
The proposed three per cent 
rSise for dormitory rent will not 
have to be approved by the board 
because it stays within the au­
thorized 10 per cent increase.
Married Student Housing has had 
to help fill the deficit in rent in­
come for the dormitories during 
recent years, Centanni contended.
Centanni said that in 1967 and 
1968, $23,000 was transferred from 
Married Student Housing to the 
Aber Hall construction fund. 
Married Student Housing still 
made a profit of $47,000 that year, 
he said.
No Married Student Housing 
money was transferred to the dor­
mitories last year, and Married 
Student Housing showed a profit 
of $29,000, despite increased main­
tenance expenses, Centanni said.
Dormitories lost $36,000 last 
year.
Married housing residents pro­
tested the rent raise of five per 
cent because housing consistently 
has shown a profit, while dormi­
tories, which usually lose money, 
had only a three per cent rent 
hike.
Mr. Mitchell said one reason for 
the hike is that the University 
must maintain a 40 per cent re­
serve in excess of the annual pay­
ment on bonds used to finance 
campus housing. The 40 per cent 
reserve is required by bonds hold­
ers for emergencies such as fire.
Centanni said this meant dormi­
tories were more than $216,000 in 
the red last year, compared to a 
profit of $50,000 for married hous­
ing.
Many residents complained of 
poor  maintenance. Complaints 
varied from the use of water- 
based paints — which stain when 
coming in contact with water—to 
inadequate security patrolling.
Mr. Mitchell said residents who 
believe rent would be cheaper in 
non-University housing should 
move.
“We’re not required to provide 
any family housing at all,” he said. 
“It might be nice to get out of 
the housing business.”
He said if the University did 
not meet its bond commitments, 
the units would go under private 
bonding.
Bonds for dormitories and 
married housing have become in­
creasingly difficult to sell in re­
cent years, he said, but the Uni­
versity can continue to sell bonds 
because of its record of meeting 
payments.
BOZEMAN—More than 500 stu­
dents and faculty members from 
Montana State University gathered 
at a sidewalk rally yesterday in 
support of ousted English instruc­
tor James Myers, but could reach 
no decision about further demon­
strations.
The demonstration was in pro­
test of the termination of an MSU 
faculty committee meeting affirm­
ing it decision not to offer Mr. My­
ers another contract.
In a token protest, five persons 
staged a sit-in in the hallway near 
the office of Acting MSU President 
William Johnston'e.
A university spokesman said 
that the five included both stu­
dents and faculty members. Six 
students spent part of last night 
locked inside the adminstration 
building to demonstrate their sup­
port for Mr. Myers.
The Board of Regents, which has 
final word on the matter, meets 
Monday and Tuesday in Helena.
Mary Ann Siegmyer of the MSU 
Exponent staff said students are 
organizing a caravan of supporters 
of Mr. Myers to go to the Helena 
meeting to “make sure there is an 
honest hearing.”
“No violence has happened yet, 
but the campus is in a tense
mood,” Miss Siegmyer said. She 
described student s u p p o r t  as 
“widespread.”
James Goetz, professor of gov­
ernment at MSU, urged the stu­
dents to go to Helena and “influ­
ence the thinking of the Regents.”
Mr. Goetz had attended Wednes­
day’s meeting of the Budget-Per­
sonnel Committee. The committee 
reaffirmed its decision not to re­
new Myers’ contract.
Mr. Goetz said some committee 
members cited immaturity and 
lack of judgment in arguments 
against Mr. Myers, along with his 
failure to make substantial prog­
ress toward a Ph.D. degree.
Mr. Goetz also said that the act­
ing president, vice president and 
three or four of the deans present 
at the hearing had “quite clearly 
made up their minds before the 
beginning of the hearing.”
New ASUM hopefuls emerge
Three more candidates have en­
tered the race for ASUM execu­
tive positions.
John Christensen, a junior in 
mathematics-political science, Roy 
List, junior in forestry, and Greg 
Beck, junior in mathematics, filed 
petitions for ASUM president, vice 
president and business manager 
yesterday before the 5 p.m. dead­
line.
Christensen said the trio de­
cided to run for the positions af­
ter hearing that Fang, a sparrow 
hawk, was unofficially entered in 
the race as a write-in candidate.
“Fang represented the fact that
students had no choice,” he said. 
Christensen said he, List and Beck 
hoped to provide a human alter­
native.
_____(See Platform Page 5)
Christensen criticized “eraser- 
cleaner type” candidates who are 
financed by fraternities and who 
build up a backlog of activities on 
committees “merely to impress 
voters when election-time comes.”
He said that he and his running 
mates have had little experience 
in student government. “Our only 
prayer for election rests with the 
independents,” Christensen said.
Food Service will give refunds to fasters
The Food Service will refund 
“about a dollar for each evening 
meal” to students who participate 
in the anti-war fast April 13 to 15, 
according to James A. Brown, act­
ing director of the Food Service.
Mr. Brown said the money will 
be refunded in a lump sum to the 
Missoula Peace Coalition because 
the expense of processing the re­
fund for each individual would be 
equal to the amount refunded.
Final week may be reinstated 
next year, William G. Craig, aca­
demic vice president, said yester­
day.
A proposal calling for the rein­
statement will be presented to 
Faculty Senate later this month, 
Mr. Craig said. Other proposed 
changes include a week’s vacation 
for Thanksgiving and holidays on 
Lincoln’s and Washington’s birth­
days and Columbus Day.
Mr. Craig said Columbus Day 
and Lincoln’s and Washington’s 
birthdays have been recognized as 
official holidays by a national cal­
endar of holidays set up by the 
U.S. Congress.
Fall Quarter will begin earlier 
this year, and many students will 
be able to go home for a full week
Persons completing the three-day 
fast will be entitled to more than 
$3, he said.
Suzanne Stefanac, Co a l i t i o n  
member, said President Robert 
Pantzer would not guarantee re­
funds for future fasts.
The Food Service will provide 
tea and rice suppers to fasters with 
meal tickets. The rice and tea will 
be available in the UC Gold Oak 
Room. The cost of the rice and
during Thanksgiving vacation, Mr. 
Craig said.
If final week is reinstated, there 
is a recommendation not to have 
finals in all courses, Mr. Craig 
said. He said some courses require 
finals, while others have no edu­
cational need for them.
Mr. Craig said a survey, headed 
by Thomas Johnson, professor of 
business administration, was made 
concerning attitudes of students 
and faculty members on final 
week.
Mr. Johnson said, “I can’t give 
the results of the survey because 
they are not to be reported until 
Wednesday. But I will say the rec­
ommendations are being designed 
to take full account of both student 
and faculty educational needs.”
tea will be deducted from the 
amount refunded to the Coalition.
Fasters who eat at the Food 
Service must register at the UC 
Information Desk by 5 p.m. tomor­
row to insure the Food Service will 
refund their money. Fasters will 
meet at 8 p.m. Sunday in the UC 
Mall. Persons are urged to bring 
a candle, and white armbands will 
be issued to fasters who wish to 
wear them. The fast will end with 
a spaghetti dinner Wednesday 
night at the UCCF House.
Students do not receive refunds 
for meals which they miss during 
the year because “the rates are not 
calculated one meal at a time,” ac­
cording to Mr. Brown. He said 
meal prices include an allowance 
for a certain number of meals 
which students are expected to 
miss.
Food Service meals purchased 
individually cost 85 cents for 
breakfast, $1.20 for lunch and $1.85 
for dinner—a total of $3.90 per 
day. Students who have a meal 
ticket pay $2.61 a day for meals.
Students can receive credit of 
$2 per day for meals missed after 
three full days absence, and then 
only with written permission of 
the dean or associate dean of stu­
dents. Refund credit is granted 
only for authorized University 
trips, death or illness in a stu­
dent’s family.
Final week may be reinstated
M ontana K aim in photo (Gordon Lemon) 
DRESSED TO GO—Jeanne Stayton (rear), Marijane Thomas and 
Patricia Fifer wait in the wings for the calf-dressing contest to be­
gin. The coeds, among the many persons'competing in the annual 
UM Rodeo at the Field House, lost the event.
W ould you buy a used governm ent from these kids?
Com m issioner analyzes Jud ic ia l System Fang blasts negative natura l selection
To the Kaimin:
The purpose of this diatribe is 
to explain the proposed Judicial 
System. Only three people have 
ever understood it; of those three 
one can’t be found, the other isn’t 
here anymore and the third should 
be out golfing.
Simply put the proposed Judi­
cial System has two major goals: 
one—to centralize all rules before 
one body so that a publication can 
plainly list what the rules and 
punishments are (in other words 
ttf^revertUatf arbitrary, judgement 
ojfhe use of a forgotten rule); and 
secondly this system will confine 
the Dean of Students to counsel­
ling rather than being the discipli­
narian of the administration.
The keynote of the whole system 
is denoted by the labels attached 
to the various judicial bodies. For 
example, The Student Court re­
places the Board of Judicial Re­
view, the decisions of the Student 
Court will be final whereas the 
decisions of the Board of Judicial 
Review were mere recommenda-
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tion to the dean. Of course, any 
decision reached by the Student 
Court may be overruled by the 
President of the University. Such 
action by the President will, in 
effect, be an explicit statement of 
University policy.
There are a number of function­
al and procedural questions which 
are so confusing that only the ac­
tual practice of the system will 
answer them. But there are two 
major obstacles to the effective­
ness of the system. Perhaps the 
«most important of" the‘ two is the? 
lack of an appropriate system ‘fif 
punishments. The University hsf§’ 
but one real weapon, that being 
suspension which is a mighty big 
club to hit someone with if he 
violated dorm rule. The lack of a 
secondary system of punishments 
results in the selective and in­
effectual enforcement of dormitory 
rules. The second problem is pre­
sented by the existance of Stand­
ards Board. No judicial system can 
be expected to functipn properly 
if one third of the campus is not 
effected by it. After all, we are 
all students.
But despite these obstacles and 
a number of procedural problems 
this new judicial system will put 
the entire rule making and en­
forcement procedure into the 
hands of the students and will en­
able the Dean of Students office 
to explore new directions of com­
munication with the students with­
out the stigma of being the all- 
powerful Dean.
ARNOLD SWANBERG 
Commissioner on the 
Constitution and By-laws.
To all Homo sapiens:
I write to you as a prisoner, for 
having been taken from my nest I 
am dependent on you for food. For 
many months I have been a sub­
ject of your curiosity. You find me 
cute, noble, even beautiful, but as 
you talk you continue to slowly 
kill my cousin the peregrine with 
your pesticides. Now it is your 
turn to feel the brunt of your in­
tellect. Your enlarged brain is, un­
fortunately, not large enough.
My family was well along when
your.„apcestqCi'J'Uttpf/;̂ l,.I,his firgt, 
word. We watqhea you move from 
cave“'to willage to city. You paid, 
dearly when you discovered that 
high concentrations of a single 
species enabled disease to spread 
rampant. Your vast numbers along 
with your pollution have finally 
caught up with you. You’re still 
confident that your brain will pull 
you through. Fools, you have vio­
lated every fundamental rule of 
ecology. You endorse negative nat­
ural selection. You protect the 
weak and feeble, allow them to
sound shack
835 S. Higgins
549-6801
check our “blues” selection
Special-order Service
THE NEW MEN
F o lk -R o c k  G ro u p  fro m  Seattle
University Theatre
April 10 and 11
8 p.m.
Sponsored by Inter-varsity 
Christian Fellowship
NO ADMISSION CHARGE
breed while you kill off the young 
and strong with ceaseless wars. 
The poor, diseased, and under­
nourished produce the most off­
spring. With your “humanity” you 
have fed millions with surpluses 
that are now non-existent. Your 
reward is the privilege of watch­
ing them starve to death.
Awareness will not feed you, but 
a sincere, concentrated effort might 
save a number of your species. You 
have nothing to lose. That is why 
you must participate in Earth 
Week. I feel-'no-concern fcrr"you/ • 
but your mode of destruction will 
take most of us-“lower” animals 
with you, and you have no right to 
play God.
FANG 
Falco sparverius
BROKE
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then V  1 head
for
\ Mincoff \
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the Scandinavian 
look in
fashion footwear
Navy suede, Caramel suede, 
White perforated leather ....
Now! The Scandinavian look in fashion footwear 
for Spring. Imported clogs the right touch for pool- 
side relaxation and Springtime fascination. A new 
feeling . . . coolness and comfort like you’ve never 
known in fashion footwear. Walking fiber soles, $9
WOMEN’S FASHION FOOTWEAR . . . street floor
All-American absurdity
The annual ASUM theater of the absurd presentation “The 
persecution and assassination of rationality as performed by 
the inmates of the University of Montana,” is nearing its cli­
matic letdown.
The play, long a favorite of Montana’s grandmothers and 
Chamber of Commerce presidents, features in the leading roles 
Jack Green, Keith Strong, Fred Traber, Dave Gorton and Jim 
Walter mire.
The plot: two or three groups of straight, all-American kids 
vie with each other for the nebulous honor of being selected 
ASUM officers. Frothing with inarticulate self-esteem and the 
sincerely-feigned belief that they offer improvements, the com­
petitors flog the inmates with thinly-veiled cliches, billboard­
sized directives and propaganda sheets aimed at the intellectual 
level of a sorority housemother.
The scenario: a small, beautiful northern campus. The build­
ings, the trees, the grass and the inmates are buried in reams 
of campaign material as aesthetically pleasing as the anus of 
an Indian condor.
The background of the stars reads like a page of “Who’s Who 
in Inanity.”
Fred Traber, a native of Great Falls, rose through high school 
from Key Club president to the pinnacle of power—president 
of the school band. Fred can usually be seen wearing a semi- 
moronic grin as he trips from Traditions Board meetings to 
gatherings of the impotent Campus Affairs Commission.
He became a master of statecraft attending fraternity meet­
ings and Bear Paw laugh-ins.
Friendly Fred, however, might be in trouble if, by some 
strange quirk of chance, he wins the race.
F’rinstance: Fred thinks Fang, a feathered dark horse, is a 
qualified ASUM candidate. Fang, however, is unfortunately 
not a “student in good standing,” thereby negating his candi­
dacy. Fred also forwarded the strange notion that the CB class 
representation system is included in the proposed ASUM con­
stitution. Not so, Freddy.
Friendly Fred and Dave Gorton, his fussy sidekick whose 
credentials are no more impressive, propose to “coordinate 
ASUM”—a feat comparable to scaling Mt. Everest on a 
Schwinn.
Darling Dave may even have a rougher time fulfilling the 
team’s promise than Freddy. Dave’s keen perception of stu­
dent needs is exemplified by the fact that he was the only Cen­
tral Board candidate to vote against hiring a draft counselor.
Jack Green, whose only discernable bureaucratic accomplish­
ment is the organization of g«oup,l,oa<^rs fp^jgail, Qfjgrjt̂ tiQW 
Week, is; campaigning, with perhaps the oniytpblitteaily adept 
egotist on the ballot—Keith Struif^?’5tron,̂ r'whb'se°elforls”' as* 
Project 19 chairman are to be commended, was president of last 
year’s Bear Paws, but maybe the inmates won’t hold it against 
him.
The fifth and least able of the aspirants to absurdity is Jim 
Waltermire, who rose to his level of incompetence years ago 
as leader of the Teton County Young Republicans and climbed 
Peter’s Ladder even further as Sentinel business manager.
Students who leave the little box beside his name on the 
ballot empty can rest assured that they have not furthered 
apathy, but promoted rationality.
In neo-Shakespearean style, the drama concludes as the muti­
lated corpse of student government is carried off the stage by 
two Prussian harlots disguised as democracy.
B. Vaughn
Earthquakes necessary
Scientists assert that earth­
quakes perform a necessary func­
tion. Without them and the uplift­
ing of the earth’s crust they cause, 
the world’s land masses would be­
come stagnant swamps.
N ian t supports cand ida te  w h o  w ill defacate on Establishm ent
To the Kaimin:
For years (three to be exact) I 
have been a passive and lethargic 
member of the great “silent ma­
jority”—a majority that unfor­
tunately comprises the bulk of the 
UM student body. No longer, how­
ever, will I allow my unconcerned 
irresolution to prevent me from 
taking an active part in the rele­
vant and important issues facing 
our campus and our world. (For 
many the two are synonymous; but 
one must not allow this narrow 
pseudo-cosmopolitanism to prevent 
lofty goals from being realized.)
I am going to vote in the up- 
and-coming ASUM election! After 
all, it’s my privilege and my right. 
No longer will I stand passively 
by and allow others to dictate to 
my conscience. My vote counts 
and it is going to be counted!
Having come this far (which I 
must admit has produced pangs of 
guilt—I’ve never become so overt­
ly involved before), I was pre­
sented with what appeared to be 
an insurmountable barrier. I was 
unable to choose between the two 
illustrious candidate-teams that 
had reluctantly allowed themselves 
to be nominated for the honorific 
positions of ASUM President and 
Vice President. I must confess, 
however, that their altruism and 
humility did much to arouse my 
patriotism. Irrespective of the 
gaudy posters that were continu­
ally and everywhere assailing me 
—relief cannot be found even in 
the men’s room—I could hardly 
choose between the two. Surely 
you understand my quandary—one
W atson requests 
board app lica tions
To the Kaimin:
Each year the Board of Direc­
tors of the Bookstore is confronted 
with the problem of attracting 
students to run for Student Direc­
tor positions. This year is no dif­
ferent. To my knowledge, no stu­
dents have filed for these posi­
tions.
The Associated Student Store 
is a non-profit corporation gov­
erned by five faculty and five 
student directors^ The' StdQJgnt1 di­
rectors are’ elected each spring in 
tne ‘ ASUM elections for one oiT 
two year terms of office running 
from fall through spring quar­
ters. To qualify to be on Store 
Board a male student must be 21 
years old and a female 18.
Store Board offers an oppor­
tunity to be an integral part in 
developing store policy and a 
chance to learn through practical 
experience. The Associated Stu­
dent Store is a business with an­
nual sales of approximately a mil­
lion dollars. Responsible, inter­
ested students are needed to run 
for four student director positions. 
Interested students should contact 
me at 728-4555.
FRED D. WATSON
Store Board
Coors Beer
on tap 
and to go
The place to go for a great 
time. Just over the Idaho 
border. We cater to groups. 
Take the drive tonight.
OPEN YEAR AROUND
Just 1 Hour from Missoula 
10 Miles Over Lolo Pass at 
the Powell Junction, 549-0861
D A V E  
G O R T O N  
v ic e - p r e s .
J IM
W A LTE R M IR E
b u s in e s s
m a n a g e r
run-of-the-mill hack politician is 
extremely difficult to distinguish 
from another. (Is this why our 
present conscientious candidates 
deemed it expedient to include 
their pictures with many of their 
printed pleas for our votes? It is 
a sad commentary on the state of 
affairs when the only thing which 
may be employed to differentiate 
between candidates is how they 
comb their hair.)
However, my problem has now 
been solved! No longer will I spend 
sleepless nights carefully weigh­
ing all relevant issues in the bal­
ance—which is what all consid­
erate voters do, isn’t it? My deci­
sion has been reached. We have be­
fore us—at time above us—a can­
didate who, I believe, will do what 
he says. No longer do we have to 
fear the unkept campaign promise 
and behind-the-back manipulation 
that has so often marked student 
government. (Perhaps it should be 
stated that, according to many past 
student body leaders, this duplicity 
is necessary. How else, they claim, 
could they ever initiate the sweep­
ing reforms and changes which so 
clearly distinguish one administra­
tion from another.)
The candidate in question prom­
ises to make us truly concerned 
with ecology, a task to which he 
personally has devoted much time 
and energy. Rather than pollute 
our campus environment with
reams of unnecessary campaign 
posters he has been busily engaged 
in ridding our university com­
munity of political and associated 
vermin.
This is the type of tenacity of 
purpose that will introduce a new 
era of politics at the University of 
Montana; that will enable us to 
reach heights heretofore unattain­
able. What we need is a President 
who, rather than passively attack­
ing such innocuous problems as 
teenagers in the UC, will literally 
defecate on the “Establishment” 
and in the face of an angered and 
enraged administration fly away 
—free as a bird.
A vote for Fang is a vote for a 
hawkish approach to campus re­
form. Are we men or mice???
MARK NIANT 
Junior, General
Miiiiiiiiiniiinn
A new approach to 
student government
V O T E
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BIERSTUBE PARTY
5? BEER (9:30-10:30)
F r C C  6-pack drawings every hour.
* 9 -2  a.m.
Free: Pizza drawings, 9 -2  a.m. 
990*: 6PA€KSHAMM?SrBEER
H e i d e l h a u s
(Paid Political
Advertisement)
NOW THROUGH SATURDAY!
From Russ Meyer, Producer-Director of 
“Vixen” and “Finders Keepers” . . .
m m
M m P*
OPEN 7:15 P.M. 
Shows at 7:30 & 9:10
R O X Y
Phone 543-7341
Assinine Teamsters deserve no votes Falls man asks Bobby to  keep sweater
Fred Traber, Dave Gorton and Jim "Waiter- 
mire—the Team for the Times—certainly 
picked an appropriate title.
Like all teams, its main interest lies in play­
ing games. The team is, however, for the 
times—only the times to which they are best 
suited passed long ago.
Their platform sounds good—until one 
gives it closer scrutiny and discovers that the 
proposals are impossible, tyrannical or down­
right funny.
First, the team wants to but the Bookstore 
on a non-profit basis, presumably to lower 
book prices.
The Bookstore, however, has to clear $52,- 
000 a year to pay the rent and half the store’s 
profits over this $52,000 also goes for rent.
The Bookstore isn’t as rich as the Traber 
Trio would have us believe.
The Teamsters also propose to charge non­
students who wish to attend ASUM-funded 
lectures. Traber and his friends have appar­
ently forgotten that this institution is known 
as the University of Montana—a state institu­
tion in which state taxpayers are entitled to 
as many benefits as the University can offer.
Public lectures are among the most educa­
tional functions of the University. It would 
be a shame for a few selfish brats to charge 
the already-burdened taxpayers for attend­
ance at an event where students and other 
citizens can learn together.
Next on their platform of assininity is a 
proposal to publish The Book, a faculty eval­
uation manual, annually. This would cost 
about $3,500 a year, quite an expense for a 
publication that sold a scant 700 copies last 
fall.
Perhaps the most glaring inequity of the 
Teamsters’ platform is a clause calling for 
improved coverage of campus events in the 
Kaimin via additional appropriations and con­
trol.. _ —■ - ■ ■
We don’t want ASUM^g bloo<j jpQqey,
The Kaimin, although uncontrolled, has not 
run amuck at the expense of the students. 
We have striven to provide a paper that will 
serve the students—“students” not to be con­
fused with ASUM or hackneyed politicos.
Jim Waltermire, an unlikely candidate for 
business manager in view of his rock-bottom 
record as Sentinel manipulator of the moolah, 
has his own idea of “campus news.”
Supporters o f Fang 
alarm ed by posters
To the Kaimin:
Fang has made a move to end 
campus pollution. After touring 
the campus, finding half-torn post­
ers ruining the aesthetic climate 
generated by trees and grass, even 
adding to the ugliness of “Parker’s 
Path,” Fang has asked his cam­
paign committee to use discretion 
in placing posters. Unfortunately, 
the number of FANG posters is 
almost nil, and unless the other 
candidates follow his example, our 
fees will be raised even higher to 
cover the cost of clean-up.
Jimmie wants a “chit-chat” page.
With the final curtain about to fall on the 
environmental melodrama, with over-breed­
ing humanity elbowing itself off the face of 
the earth, with jack-the-ripper industries 
about to make their final pounce on Montana, 
with academics starving while athletics bloat, 
with student fees skyrocketing, with students 
being victimized by slight-of-hand adminis­
trative gambits . . .  Jimmie Waltermire wants 
to devote a page of the Kaimin to “Who was 
that tall, good looking football player seen 
with Susie C. at the Phi Delt barn dance 
Friday?”
Should this proposal be defeated, Jimmy 
has threatened to throw a tantrum and kick 
out his crib slats.
The Team for the Times professes to rep­
resent students, yet the second gargoyle on 
this hideous structure is none other than su­
per-liberal Dave Gorton, the only CB delegate 
who voted against draft counseling. The rest 
of Dave’s voting record is equally heinous and 
reflective of his provincial background. He is 
little more than an Okie from the Stogies.
Another big number of the Timely Team’s 
agenda is public relations.
This is presidential aspirant Fred Traber’s 
baby.
Fred, if you will remember, was one of the 
headlesses of the Student Ambassador Pro­
gram, a basically sound venture.
Fred, however, thought public relations 
were far more important than truth. Hence, 
potential ambassadors reputed to have worn 
love beads or seen Porky dance were pro­
vided with a clean-cut escort wherever they 
went.
Allegedly, blacks who made the ambassa­
dor program were permitted to give three- 
fifths of a speech.
Traber has buzzed around the state like a 
■' gadfly, pfOglalKimg tlw alhAiuerican virtues 
V-Sof-UM in Jialf-truths and outright lies. Jf hiSr 
platform is not more of the same bullcrap, 
students are in big trouble.
Another piece of the platform cries for “re­
sponsible” student publications. If this is a sly 
cut at the Kaimin, we must now answer to it.
The Kaimin, at least in this editorial, is 
attempting responsibility. It is urging stu­
dents to vote against the Timely Teammates.
T. Gilles
To the Kaimin:
Just an observation on your edi­
torial, “Ex-Bear Paw tolls bell for 
UM”.
If it weren’t for people like 
President Robert Pantzer, UM 
might not be today.
Yes, he was a Bear Paw, active 
in student politics, president of 
then ASMSU student body and a 
leader. He still is.
He came to the University with 
nothing but desire—very little 
money and he worked his way 
through school with many, many 
jobs. No one paid his way. He did. 
No one can ever say he was afraid 
of honest labor.
He left school to serve his coun­
try and did it gallantly with the 
U.S. Infantry. He came back a 
highly decorated soldier and con­
tinued his education and became 
a lawyer.
At this too, he was highly suc­
cessful serving people. He was 
prominent in his political party, 
serving as County Attorney in not 
one but two counties.
He gave up a very lucrative law 
practice to return to the Univer­
sity to serve again as an assistant 
to President Carl McFarland and 
later President Robert Johns.
__ ___  R E G I S T E R E D
K e e p s a k e *
D I A M O N D  R I N G S
W hen you choose your engage­
m ent ring , be sure to  look fo r  
th e  nam e “ K eepsake”  in the  
ring  and on th e  ta g . It 's  your 
assurance o f f in e  flu a lity . You 
niemitrbuynarififlffi îamonSofln8 r 
than  a K eepsake.
BOB WARD
AND
SONS
Open Friday til 9 p.m.
THE WRITE-IN FANG FOR 
PRESIDENT COMMITTEE
K eep  A n  Eye
on
K aim in
C lassified A ds
They Work!
CAMPUS BEAUTY SALON
Hair Cuts Only $2.50 
24” Maxi-Wig $49.95 
Short-Short Wigs $30
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
Phone 2-2784
This Is a Six-Pack
If you consume too many of 
these, you may get thrown in 
the local bastille. If you do, 
remember . . .
call
J O H N
543-5623 543-4828
for
BAIL B O N D S
Visit Our New Enlarged Facilities
—on the 93 Strip—Next to the Heidelhaus—
SEE OUR AFTER-MOVE SPECIAL
NEW ’69 FIREBIRD
STICKER PRICE — $3719 
OUR PRICE — $2799
Remember our Senior Special 
Normal Down—Payments Deferred
f . v  M  r  I s
He succeeded Johns and has 
done a most commendable job.
He knows the problems of the ' 
University. He also knows football 
is the showcase.
As President McFarland told me, 
“I don’t know a football from a 
basketball but I’ve traveled this 
state and no one asks me how the 
J-School is doing, what are we 
doing a bou t  the Ch e mi s t r y  
School (sic), when are you going 
to do something for the library? 
The question is ‘What are you go­
ing to do about that damn foot­
ball team?’ ”
I’m proud Bob Pantzer is still a 
Bear Paw at heart and hope he 
never turns in his sweater.
ROBERT H. BENNETTS 
Great Falls
Ratio increases 
In 1963 the ratio of females to 
males at UM was two to five, an 
increase in females over the pre­
vious year.
&
2510 Brooks
PONTIAC CADILLAC
— Phone 728-2510
VOTE
STRONG
A NEW
APPROACH
to
Student
Government
(A Paid Political 
Advertisement)
I II)
Strong advocates new trend I Christensen-List-Beck
By TINA TORGRIMSON 
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer 
A student government should 
serve students and reflect stu­
dent opinions, no matter what 
they may be, said Keith Strong, 
candidate for ASUM vice presi­
dent.
“We’d like to start a new trend 
in student government which is 
oriented toward helping individu­
al students have an enjoyable 
time and get more out of college 
through the academic f i e 1 d,” 
Strong said.
“It’s too bad Fang is sponsored 
by someone who believes in total
disruption of student govern­
ment.” Strong said. Fang is a 
symptom of a sick student gov­
ernment and can only worsen the 
situation, he said. “I don’t think 
we’re too threatened by Fang,” 
Strong added.
“We’re heard a lot about a col­
lapsing Central Board and it is 
time it is changed to make it 
more efficient,” Strong said. He 
said linking living groups can 
bring more interest to student 
government.
Strong said he and Jack Green 
would do more than just play 
around with a new constitution. A
student government must exist for 
students and not as a public rela­
tions arm of the administration, 
he said.
Student government has bene­
fited the few people who have 
been the officers and has done 
little for the students themselves, 
Strong said. He said student gov­
ernment should perform services 
which are not now provided. “We 
feel that the accomplishments we 
have worked on so far, such as 
the pass-fail system and the ad­
mission of students to the Fac­
ulty Senate are a start, but just a 
start,” Strong said.
Waltermire a Team player
By RALPH WANAMAKER 
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer 
Jim Waltermire, a junior major­
ing in finance, is a Team candidate 
for ASUM business manager. The 
Montana Kaimin interviewed him 
yesterday.
Q: Mark Mertens, present busi­
ness manager, has been criticized 
for the job he has done. What it 
your opinion?
I think Mark has been hampered 
tremendously in not having a co­
ordinated executive to work with. 
Mark has been separated from the 
Other members of ASUM and has 
been left almost entirely on his 
own.
Q: In your platform you say, 
“We will improve Kaimin cover­
age of campus activities through 
additional appropriations and con­
trol.” How do you plant to control 
the Kaimin and what controls do 
you have in mind?
Waltermire: I think it is impor-
Gorton says reapportionment 
necessary for Central Board
By DAN McINTYRE 
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer 
Dave Gorton, Team for the 
Times candidate for ASUM vice 
president, said reapportionment of 
Central Board is needed and he is 
willing to work with any change 
students want.
“The class system we have now 
isn’t right. It isn’t proportionate. 
We need more freshmen dele­
gates,” he said, “regardless of 
of whether they come from-a class 
system or a geographical systerp.” 
“There are a few denbts,l I 
think, in the new plan—especially 
the person who runs in the un­
organized off-campus ward. In the 
first place, how does he get to 
them to get elected? But even more 
important, how does he effectively 
deal with them after he is elected?
He said a major improvement in 
ASUM was to “tighten up this 
committee system. In some cases
it means reorganizing a committee, 
changing a committee’s status from 
a subcommittee to a major com­
mittee or vice versa.”
Gorton said he is “absolutely” in 
favor of ASUM hiring a legal ad­
viser. He cited the traffic and se­
curity problem as one example of 
“issues hanging in the air because 
we don’t know where we stand 
legally.”
He said, “We have our foot in 
-the. door for, activity,,fee control. 
WeVve goterfb igosfurther with tK¥J 
a-Bo&rd of ftegeirts'tjn -fcmilding pro­
grams and find out what our 
money can be used for, i.e. is it a 
tuition or an activity fee?”
“We’ve got areas in student gov­
ernment that spend $20,000 to 
$30,000 of the budget. Yet we ef­
fectively have no control. We don’t 
even have any lines of communica­
tion to find out what’s going on 
between them.”
ANTONIONI'S
Week Days: Shorts at 6:45 - 9:10; “Point” at 7:10 - 9:35. Satur­
day: Shorts at 4:25 -6:50-9:15; “Point” at 4:50-7:15-9-40
? .^ daJ :KnP°oirl=’ at 12:00 " 2:25 - 4:50 - 7:15 - 9:4°; Shorts at 2:00- 4.25 - 6:50 - 9:15.
EXTRA: Ski Short & 
Pink Panther Cartoon W I L M APhone 543-7341
tant that ASUM have a direct con­
tact with the Kaimin because of 
the large sums of funds is con­
sumes. The Kaimin is providing a 
service to the students through the 
use of student funds. I believe, 
therefore, that there should be a 
link of correspondence between 
the Kaimin and ASUM who rep­
resents the students.
Q: How does it feel running 
without opposition? What does this 
signify to you?
Waltermire: I personally feel 
quite badly about running without 
any opposition. I think this is due 
to the fact that in the past years 
student government hasn’t been 
relevant to the student.
Q: What changes do you intend 
to make as business manager?
Waltermire: I think one real im­
portant change to be made is to 
make a greater coordination be­
tween the business manager and 
other ASUM officers.
At the present time it is very 
easy for some organizations to 
pack the budget and finance com­
mittee and therefore get a larger 
budget allocation than otherwise 
would be given it.
PLATFORM
1 Preregistration for Fall Quar­
ter. „
2. Physical Plant:
Tighter security.
More parking.
Student insurance against 
theft.
3. A committee to work with the 
administration to review and dis­
miss faculty members. Professors 
should not be allowed to hide be­
hind tenure any more.
4. Bookstore profits shall be re­
turned to students through lower 
prices.
5. A committee to meet regu- ' 
larly with the administration to 
formulate University policy in­
stead of simply voting on new pol­
icy proposals.
6. More rational distribution of 
s t u d e n t  funds. Student-funded 
trips to sports events for ASUM 
“Big Wheels”—baloney.
7. Since we are a part of the 
Missoula community, make our 
presence felt in community issues 
such as pollution, milk prices and 
supporting the Vietnam Morato­
rium.
8. 18-year-old voting rights.
9. Get rid of “yes” men.. .
V O T E
Jack G re e n
and
K eith  S trong
for ASUM Officers
(Paid pol. advertisement)
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NOW SHOWING!
PARAMOUNT PICTURES pm nto
A BHE FILM
Ito
Franco
Zeffirelli
-----  AT THE -----
STATE DRIVE-IN
—  THE 
GREATEST-  
DOUBLE 
FEATURE 
OF 
ALLRomeo
# J l,LIET TIME!
ncwfltw MMIUWIflCIH
“DAZZLING
J o h n  C a o  oovotoo
Ruih Gordon/Sidney Blackmer/Maurice Evans 
and Ralph Bellamy 'Producedby w*ynCasse wweniormeS 
andDrecled by Roman Polanski ' From ine novel Qy to Lewi
GATES OPEN AT 7:00 P.M.
*  NOW PLAYING *
-----  AT THE -----
FOX THEATRE
“AS F U N N Y  A N D  C H A R M IN G  A N D , A B O V E  ALL, AS H U M A N  AS A N Y  
C O M E D Y TH A T HAS BEEN M A D E IN TH E  U N IT E D  STATES T H IS  DECADE!”
“ . . .  is played with rare 
zest by Robert Culp! 
THE YEAR’S BEST 
COMEDY, ONE THAT AT 
LAST MAY SIGNIFY 
HOLLYWOOD’S COMING
SATURDAY REVIEW
“ . .  .E llio tt Gould is won­
derful. He steals the 
picture hands:down.
B&C&T&A IS VERY 
FUNNY, CHARMING,
FINALLY THRILLING,
ENTIRELY ENTERTAINING!”
-MARTIN GOTTFRIED. WOMEN'S WEAR DAILY
-R IC H AR D  SCHICKEL. LIFE
“ . . .  Natalie Wood is giving the 
best performance of her career! 
ONE OF THE WISEST, WITTIEST, 
WICKEDEST COMEDIES EVER TO 
COME OUT OF HOLLYWOOD!”
-BERNARD DREW. GANNETT NEWS SERVICE
Dyan Cannon is 
really brilliant. A 
SLICK, WHOREY MOVIE 
THAT HAS EARNED 
THE RIGHT TO BE 
CALLED HONESTLY 
COMIC!”
-PAULINE KAEL, 
THE NEW YORKER
“ I AM ALREADY PLACING BETS THAT IT WILL PROVE TO BE ‘THE GRADUATE’ OF 1969!’
-ARTHUR KNIGHT. SATURDAY REVIEW
COLUMBIA PICTURES p A FRANKOVICH PRODUCTION
N A T A L IE  W O O D /  R O B E R T  C U L P  | B O B  &  C A R O L  A  T E D  &  A L IC E  | E L L I O T T  G O U L D / D Y A N  C A N  N O N
Evening Shows 7:00 & 9:00 p.m. Sat. & Sun. Continous
News fro m  o th er U ’s
defy UA orderWomen
By CONRAD YUNKER
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer
University of Utah—The funda­
mental crisis in human relation­
ships today is not the black versus 
the white but human beings 
against an inhumane system, ac­
cording to Harry Edwards, organ­
izer of the 1968 black Olympic 
boycott.
Mr. Edwards spoke to UU stu­
dents as a part of “Challenge 
Week,” a series of off-campus 
speakers aimed at challenging peo­
ple’s thinking, the Utah Chronicle, 
reported.
★ ★ ★
San Jose State College—An SJS 
student has charged he was “for­
cibly ejected” from a dean’s office 
after challenging a professor’s 
teaching methods.
Jeff Mullins, graduate student in 
education, told the Spartan Daily 
that Dean Lester Lange “grabbed 
my arm and forcibly ejected me 
from his office because I asked 
him to substantiate statements he 
had made regarding the teaching 
ability of Dr. Kenneth Fowler.”
Mullins said he was dissatisfied 
with the way a “new math” course 
—required for all education majors 
—was being taught. He contends 
that while most of the class con­
tained education majors, Mr. Fow­
ler insisted on gearing the course 
to mathematics majors.
Mr. Lange said he told Mullins 
to leave “because he called me a 
liar.” He said Mullins told him SJS 
mathematics instructors “should 
be shot.”
University of Arizona—A direc­
tor of UA student housing reported 
that “no action has yet been taken” 
against 10 women who refused to 
vacate their dormitory rooms over 
Spring break.
The housing office had earlier 
issued a directive requiring about 
100 women to remove themselves 
and their belongings from their 
rooms in order to accomodate 100 
women in need of housing over 
the break.
Ten women defied the orders 
and refused to vacate their rooms, 
contending that the space belonged 
to them for the entire semester and 
the university could not force them 
to move.
They threatened legal action if 
the university moved their belong­
ings.
M ontana Kaim in photo (Gordon Lemon)
FOLLOWS THROUGH—Mike Hoonan, Grizzly second baseman, 
follows through after lashing a ground ball at a recent practice.
Backstop problem may delay 
Grizzly baseball opener again
The first home game scheduled 
for Tuesday may not be played on 
the home field unless repairs and 
construction on the existing facili­
ties are finished, Silvertip Coach 
Lem Elway said. Bids were origi­
nally schedued to open later in 
April for the construction of a new 
backstop in spite of a season open­
er with Carroll College which had 
been set for Tuesday.
“All I know is we didn’t play 
our first home game here because 
the backstop wasn’t up,” Coach 
Elway said.
The stands were destroyed in a 
fire late last summer.
“I believe the bids were awarded 
yesterday or today to a Missoula 
construction firm by the Physical 
Plant to build a backstop, dug-outs 
and fence the diamond,’ ’said El­
way yesterday afternoon at bat- 
tii^P practice. ‘ '■
Gleaming metal stands., .have 
been erected in place of the old 
wooden seats. The stands were 
finished a few weeks ago by a 
company other than the one un­
der the newly awarded contract.
“It could only happen in Mon­
tana,” Elway said, expressing irri­
tation at the flimsy backstop from 
which ’Tip batters hit ball to a 
group of outfielders.
The Grizzlies hope to open their 
home season Tuesday with West­
ern Montana College. Montana 
beat Western 8-4 and 8-2 in a dou­
ble header Tuesday afternoon in 
Dillon. The Silvertips are now 6-8 
in season play.
(Paid Political.Advertisement)
One look says a lot. 
Onedrive says it alL
THREE SPEED, year old 
bike. Beautifully flawless. 
Call 549-9683.
Mike Cantrell, who 
placed this classified 
advertisement in the 
Kaimin, said that he 
received over twenty 
calls about the bi­
cycle. “I could have 
sold at least a dozen 
more,” he said.
SHOULDN’T YOU 
BE USING
New Camara.
We didn’t make it for just anybody.
We did make it for people who like 
sleek new shapes. Long hoods. And 
fast fastbacks.
We made it for people who like to 
drive on a road. Not just ride on it. 
That’s why Camaro has an improved 
road-hugging front and rear 
suspension.
Camaro is made for people who like 
to choose their power. Four transmis­
sions are available. And six engines, 
up to the Turbo-Jet 396 
V8 with the SS version.
It’s for people who 
aren’t necessarily fond of 
large crowds. There are 
two buckets up front, £ 
two bucket cushions
in back. And longer doors that make 
them easier to get to.
We made the new Camaro for 
people who like the stopping power of 
front disc brakes. And protection of 
side-guard door beams. It takes a 
certain kind of person to drive a car 
like this. Because it says a lot about 
the way he thinks.
What do you think?
Putting you first, keeps us first.
See It. At your 
Chevrolet Dealer** Sports Dept.
C a m a ro  S port 
C oape w ith  R a U y  
S p o rt package.
K A I M I N
Classified
A dvertisem ents?
Enter the *70 Chevy Sports Holiday Drawing.
You could win a week-long trip for two to a famous sports event, anywhere in the world! Or a new Camaro or other Chevrolet sport model! 3,145 
prizes in all. For full details and an entry form, visit your participating Chevrolet Dealer’s Sports Department. Residents of New Jersey, Iowa, 
Florida, Ohio, Georgia and Missouri may request an entry form by sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to their Chevrolet dealer. 
This offer void in the states of Washington and Wisconsin or wherever prohibited by law.
JACK CLOHERTY 
jock-in-the-box
V in d ic tive  Cubbies  
w ill be cham pions
Baseball, once the exciting national pastime but now a time- 
consuming national yawn, opened its season Monday with that 
All-American boy, David Eisenhower, throwing out the first 
ball.
David, with his TV comm^rcial-like smile, was the perfect 
choice. A gnome throwing to a bunch of gnomes.
Since expansion, the caliber of the average major-league ball­
player has slid drastically. Once a game full of colorful char­
acters, baseball diamonds are now filled with notables like Jim 
Breazeale, Leon McFaddeen and Walt Hriniak. Even baseball’s 
most rabid fans, 12-year-old boys, can’t keep up with the ever 
growing number of new faces gracing their bubble-gum cards.
But there is hope for diehard baseball fans.
Bowie Kuhn is the first Commissioner of Baseball who seems 
to be even vaguely aware that however artistic, low-scoring 
games are invarably sleep inducing. During spring training, a 
livelier ball was employed once a week that produced football­
like scores. The ball will be refined and re-tested next year. In 
the minor leagues this season, flared baselines giving the hit­
ters more fair territory in the outfield will be tried.
Other Kuhn inovations include the smaller strike zone that 
went into effect last season, and experimentation on using a 
permanent pinch-hitter for the pitcher.
The commissioner also helped save the career of that cunning 
underworld figure, Denny McLain, by letting him return to 
the mound July 1. McLain’s crime was stupidity. There is no 
• reason why the public should be denied watching the baseball 
talents of a man simply because he is simple.
Here’s how I see the upcoming pennant scrambles. In the 
National League, Chicago will take revenge and edge the Cardi­
nals and the Mets for the title. The Cubs are solid everywhere 
and should have plenty of incentive after their miserable fold 
last season. With the addition of John Callison in right field, 
the Cubs should have the power to carry them past Atlanta in 
the playoffs and the upstart Oakland A’s in the series.
, Atlanta should repeat ia-thaJiTest, but will get a mrvfor i t -  
ffom the Redlegs. The Brajre ̂ superior pitching is the*xnargin 
there. *  ™ "
With Denny McLain out for the first part of the year, Detroit 
will forfeit a shot at the Orioles. Baltimore has it all and should 
win going away.
This is a hunch, but I think this is the year the Oakland A’s 
will upset the powerful Minnesota Twins in the closing days of 
the season and carry over their momentum to nip the Birds in 
the playoffs. The effort will drain them, however, and the Cubs 
will slip by them in the World Series.
Golfers to meet MSU today
Golfers Rick Carpenter, Glenn 
Wysel, Skip Koprovica, Dick Kuhl 
and Steve Sullivan comprise a first 
team which competes against MSU, 
EWSC, Flathead Valley Commun­
ity College and Northern Montana 
today at the University golf course 
at 1 p.m.
Golf Coach Jack Miller said his 
golfers have only been on the 
greens since last week-end so 
golfers’ performances are still 
rather poor in comparison to last 
year. Team positions have been 
filled during try-outs this week as 
Coach Miller has two teams of
golfers entered in the week-end 
tournament.
Two new hopefuls for the golf 
team are Stormy Knight and Jeff 
Nord. Both are sure selections for 
Miller’s second team but scores of 
yesterday afternoon had to be com­
piled to determine the first team.
The week-end tournament will 
provide the criteria from which 
Miller selects a traveling team. 
Montana is entered in the Boise 
Invitational at Boise, Idaho April 
16-17.
EWSC finished three places 
ahead of Montana in the Banana 
Belt Tournament which was held
Intramural news, schedule
Table Tennis Club team No. 1 
won the singles table tennis cham­
pionship by totaling 20 points, 
more than twice the score of the 
second place team. Frank Meeker 
of the team was the individual 
champion.
Table Tennis Club No. 1 also 
won the doubles division. Griff 
and the Boys took second and Hui- 
O-Hawaii third. The individual 
doubles champions were Frank 
Meeker and Don Woolston..
Rosters for Soccer and Horse­
shoes are due April 15.
Wednesday softball results:
Coprolites 20, Polish Pickles 6.
DSP 11, 311 Club 6.
Class C 13, Screaming Yellow 
Zonkers 9.
Hui-o-Hawaii 5, Griff and The 
Boys 4 (under protest).
SX 6, PDT 3.
Ebony Omegas 1, Law School 0.
Traveling Salvation Show 10, 
Flunkies 5.
Hawaii 0, AKL 0 (double for- 
feti).
Friday’s schedule:
4 p.m.
Forester’s vs. 5 Act Comedy, 
Field 1.
1  G R EEN
S T R O N G
=  “A new approach to 
p s  student government”
g s  (Paid pol. advertisement)
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Studs vs. Red and White, Field 2. 
Highline vs. Rookies, Field 3. 
DB’s vs. Hawaii, Field 4.
5 p.m.
Highline vs. Mountain Valley 
Turkeys, Field 1.
Blue Balls vs. Rouse, Field 2. 
TX vs. SN, Field 3.
SAE vs. ATO, Field 4.
March 19-20 in Clarkston, Wash.
“They have some fine golfers 
competing against us from Eastern 
Washington and most of our com­
petition will come from them,” 
Coach Miller said.
Montana’s first team is com­
posed of golfers who performed 
well for the team last year, includ­
ing Rick Carpenter, the Big Sky 
individual champion.
Next weekend’s golf tournament 
in Boise, Idaho is one of the big­
gest meets facing Montana golfers, 
Miller said. The scores of last week 
and the scores between tourna­
ments have to improve for the 
Boise meet and the Eastern Wash­
ington Invitational at Spokane, 
May 7-8, Miller said.
“We will be up against some 
stiff competition at Boise and this 
week-end will give us a chance to 
warm up for it,” he added.
Laborer charged 
In 1963 a construction laborer 
admitted disturbing three UM 
women’s residence halls and to 
striking a resident of Brantly Hall. 
He was charged with disturbing 
the peace.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
3 LINES FOR $1
MONDAY-SATURDAY "TIL 6 P.M.
Sunday ’til noon (45tf a line afternoon Sunday)
Student ID Card Must Be Presented 
BOWLING BILLIARDS CAFE
LIBERTY LANES
Broadway and Russell
Get Closer To Mother Nature
Go for breezy summer comfort? Try this
Manly sandal that's-mo re you .......
than shoe! Authentic design, rugged good 
looks in Bitter Chocolate or 
Chili leather, with leather sole.
Stinger
$8.50
N etters  w il p la y
UM netters, 1-2 on the season, 
host the Missoula Tennis Club to­
day and Whitworth tomorrow in 
matches on the home courts at 
2 p.m.
Playing for the tennis squad in 
the week-end matches are Rick 
Ferrell, Dirk Miller, Fred King, 
Chris Green, Gary Israel and A1 
Shiotsuka.
Montana competed in its first 
meet of the season last week-end 
and lost to both Weber State and 
Utah State but trounced MSU. 
Coach McWhorter said he is opti­
mistic about the season because 
both Weber and Utah had several 
matches behind them, twelve for 
Weber and seven for Utah.
T O to e f 
see RON
FOR YOUR ESTIMATE ON:
— Paint and Repairs
— Front End Alignment
549-2347
719 Strand Ave. 
Stephens & Strand Ave.
G o t S om eth in g  
to  Sell?
Why Not Try
K A  I M  I N  
C lassified A ds?
Tremendous Results!
20 a line—first insertion
lOtf a line—consecutive 
insertions
Call 243-4984
111
men’s store
i
M
HOLIDAY VILLAGE hi
Weekdays 10 AM . to 9 P.M.—Saturday 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
•  The American Association of 
University Women is conducting 
a used book sale today and tomor­
row in the Florence Hotel lobby 
from 9 a.m. until 9 p.m.
•  “So Much Realism,” an art 
show presented by Roger Smith, 
graduate in art, will be on display 
through Wednesday in the UC 
Gallery.
•  “The New Men,” a folk-rock 
group from Seattle, will give bene­
fit concerts today and tomorrow 
in the University Theater at 8 
p.m. There is no admission charge.
•  The Northwest Chapter of the 
Sierra Club will meet Saturday at 
8 p.m. in the Yellowstone Room
of the Lodge. Speakers will be 
Brock Evans, Cecil Garland, Ed 
Foss and Bob Bassett.
•  The Rocky Mountaineers are 
sponsoring a ski-snowshoe trip to 
Carleton Lake and a bicycle trip 
up Miller Creek Road Saturday. 
For information about the ski trip 
call Barbara Honkala at 549-8400 
or Dick Wolf at 549-4923 for in­
formation about the trip.
•  Applications are available in 
the ASUM office for Program 
Council director. Central Board 
will appoint a new director im­
mediately following elections.
•  Cheerleading applications are 
due Thursday.
APO sponsors Brain Bowl
The annual Brain Bowl, spon­
sored by Alpha Phi Omega, will 
be held May 24 in the University 
Theater and will be open to the 
public without charge.
Applications for the four-man 
team are available at the UC In­
formation Desk and mus be re­
turned by April 20.
On May 16, each team will be
given preliminary exams and four 
finalist teams will be chosen.
On May 24, a championship 
team will be chosen from the four. 
Winners will receive trophies and 
possibly gift certificates.
The event, previously sponsored 
by Silent Sentinel, was turned 
over to the service fraternity this 
year. Sigma Phi Epsilon is the 
current champion.
C L A S S I F I E D  A D S
Deadlines: Noon the day preceding publications.
Each line (5 words average) firs t insertion------------------------------------------20*
Each consecutive insertion------------------------------------------------------- —------- to*
(No change in  copy in  consecutive insertion)
If erro rs a re  m ade in  advertisem ent, im m ediate notice m ust be given the 
publishers since we are  responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
No advertising will be accepted from  agencies known to  discrim inate on 
grounds of race o r  national origin.
1. LOST AND FOUND 
Lost. One brown Irish m itten . Incredi­
ble sentim ental value. Toneybeth 543-
4976._________ ___________________W-2c
Lost. Black wallet. Contains student 
ID. d raft card etc. Please re tu rn  if 
found. 724 Eddy. T erry  McEneaney. 
549-9009. 78-3nc
4. IRONING
Ironing. Men’s shirts. 20* each. Pants 
30* each. 549-0547. 801 South. 3rd W. 
A partm ent 9.____________________75-tfc
6. TYPING
Typing. Mrs. Homer W illiamson. 235
D earborn Ave. 549-7818.________ 79-tfc
Typing. Six years legal experience. 728-
3648.________________________ 75-tfc
Typing. Fast, accurate, experienced.
549-5236. ___________________  75-tfc
Typing. Mrs. K athleen H arper. 728-4793.
Typing. Experienced. Call 549-7282.
Typing. 549-0251. 75-tfc
Typing. IBM electric Executive. Papers, 
m anuscripts, theses, dissertations. Mrs.
McKinsey. 549-0805._____________ 75-tfc
Experienced typing and editing. Mrs. 
Don Berg, 112 Agnes. 543-5286. 75-tfc 
E xpert typing. E lectric typew riter. 
Thesis experience. Will correct. M. Wil-
son. 543-6515.__________________  75-tfc
Reasonable, experienced typing. 549-
7860.____________________________ 75-tfc
Terrific Typing. 35 cents a page. 549- 
6671.  75-tfc
16. AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
Cherry GTO convertible 1967. Ken
B erry  549-8194.___________________ 80-5C
Im m aculate, restored 1952 MGTD. 442- 
2976. 820 E 7th. Helena, Mont. 59601. 
Best offer over $1,200. 80-4c
1966 MG, $1295. Call 543-8980. 79-6c
CASH FOR CARS. Jim 's used Cars.
543-8269. __________________  79-tfc
$1,600 w on’t  buy a finer car, b u t this 
1965 Buick LeSabre is your’s for $1,420. 
P erfect; only 39,000 miles. 543-6545,
243-5492.______  79-tfc
1962 Ford Ranchero. Stick. 6 cylinder. 
Reasonably priced. 549-7038.______78-5c
17. CLOTHING _____
Alterations. Experienced. Both m en’s 
and wom en’s clothing. 543-8184. 75-tfc 
M ake b ride’s and bridesm aid’s veils and 
headdresses, specially styled. 543-7503.
75-tfc
Sewing. Phone 9-7780 afte r 3 p.m. 75-tfc
18. MISCELLANEOUS
Study b e tte r  w ith  less tim e. Call 543-
8695._____________________________80-lc
New spring blouses and two-piece out- 
fits ju st arrived. B arrell racer Lame 
pants and m atching blouses. Mocassins 
from  $4.95. Tony Lama and Acme boots. 
Kyi-Yo w estern store, Arlee, Mont. 
9:30-6 p.m. Monday th ru  Saturday. 12- 
5 p.m. Sundays. Reasonable prices.
79-4c
Anyone in terested  in an inform al Span- 
ish club please phone 728-1955, 549-0490
o r 549-1868.______________________ 77-4c
G irl room m ate needed to share $75 
apartm ent. Call 243-4164 fo r inform a­
tion or see a t 404 E. Spruce No. 3. 77-4c 
Give ASUM the bird, w rite  in "FANG,”
sparrow  haw k for president._____77-6c
Young m an will baby sit. Call 243-4996
afte r  7 p.m. weekdays.__________ 77-4c
Confidential Listening. 3 p.m. to  7 a.m.
Crisis C enter 543-8277. __________ 75-tfc
Save 30% on application photographs. 
$7.95 per dozen. F or a  lim ited tim e
only. Phone 543-8239 fo r appointm ent. 
A lbert H. Ham. P hotographer. 75-tfc
19. WANTED TO BUY
Second hand bicycles 3, 5 or 10-speed.
Phone 543-3223.__________________ 80-50
W anted. L ight w eight bicycle, cheap.
728-1274, ___________________  79-2C
Textbooks, paperbacks, se ts  of encyclo­
pedias and g rea t books of W estern
world. Book Bank, 540 daiy.____ 77-15c
21. FOR SALE __________
Child’s  bicycle seat. 543-5286.____ 80-2c
G retch 5-string banjo, $125. 243-2115.
______________________ 80-tfc
AAUW book sale. A pril 10, 11, Florence 
Hotel lobby. M any oboks to in terest 
U niversity students. Low prices. 79-2c 
House for sale by OWner on contract. 
U niversity  area. Three bedroom s, ga­
rage, new  roof and pain t. Very low 
in terest and  m onthly paym ents. R ich- 
a rd  Chapm an 243-4901, 549-1596. 79-4c
Landed gentry  status. For sale five 
acres, fou r bedroom  house, two baths, 
two fireplaces, two car garage, stable. 
U pper R attlesnake, Exclusive. Phone
549-4989.____________________________ 79-13C
P ortable  TV. Works. $20. 728-2696. 79-2c 
Six ty  four volume set. The G reatest 
Books of th e  W estern world. B rand 
new. $185. 243-4633 from  8-5; 728-1344
afte r  a p jn .______________________ 79-4c
Small loveable Australian T e rrie r  p up ­
pies. Will sell w ith  or w ithou t reg is­
tra tion . Phone 549-3421.__________ 78-3c
Panasonic 8 track  solid sta te  cartridge 
fo r hom e use. Free tapes included. $60.
549-6671 a fte r  5 p.m. _________ 77-4c
Four E70-14 Goodyear Polyglas tires. 
Four 14x7 In ternational slot mags. Four 
4 to  5 lub VW adapters. Call 728-3608.
_________________________ 76-5c
W edding cakes or special occasion 
cakes and sewing. 543-4443.______ 76-9c
22. FOR RENT
Basem ent A partm ent. One m ale s tu ­
dent. N ear university . $45 plus $20 de- 
posit. Call 543-7420 a fte r  9 a.m. 79-2c 
New two bedroom  furnished duplex 
w ith  heated garage, wall to  wall car­
pet and drapes. W asher, d ryer and 
color TV. Available 6/1 through 9/1. 
$160 per m onth o r $450. $50 deposit.
549-6080.__________________________79-2c
Nice one bedroom  apartm ent, fireplace, 
large kitchen. G irls only. Close to 
town, university . 306 S. 3rd West. Eve­
n ing^____________________________ 79-2c
Two bedroom  apartm en t close to u n i­
versity. See m anager 208 S. 5th West. 
Unfurnished. 728-2607. 79-3C
Room fo r young woman. One block 
from  th e  university . No smoking. 549- 
3788._____________________________ 78-3C
Z4. JOBS AVAILABLE
Girls! Sum m er jobs, G irl Scout camp 
servicing inner c ity  of grea te r New 
York. One hour from  city  in Bear 
M ountains. Lakes and woods. G reat 
experience. Some travel pay and sal­
a ry  $250 and up. Free room  and board. 
U nit and w ater f ro n t staff needed. 
Contact Mrs. J . N. Sappington, 510 34th 
S treet north , G reat Falls, M ontana.
_________ 77-8c
27. BICYCLES
Schwinn Varsity 10 speed. Excellent 
condition. Perfec t for spring. Call 549- 
4502._____________________________ 79-3c
28. MOTORCYCLES
F or sale .1966 Harley Sportster. Call
728-4634 ._________________ _______ 78-3C
W ant BSA “Victor’’. Call Mike, Monk's 
Cave. 543-8888, 543-8966. 80-4c
•  Monday at 8 a.m. 1,400 paper­
backs will be on sale in the Li­
brary initiating National Library 
Week.
•  The Newman Center is spon­
soring a tour of Deer Lodge State 
Prison. Transportation is avail­
able, but more is needed. For in­
formation, call 728-4927.
•  Election of ASUM executives 
and a special constitutional elec­
tion will be held Wednesday.
•  Applications for Student Un­
ion Board are available in the 
UC Student Activities area or at 
the UC information desk. They 
must be returned before April 30.
•  Reading courses 211 and 212 
in French, German and Spanish 
have been cancelled for Summer 
Quarter. Graduate and upper di­
vision courses in these languages 
will be offered.
•  The philosophy department 
has received a $550 grant from the 
UM Friends of the Library to com­
plete the back file of the philoso­
phy journal entitled “Ethics.”
•  A recording of a speech 
about Vietnam’s relationship to 
China will be played on KUFM 
Monday night at 9:30. The record­
ing will be part of a series of pre­
sentations by the Missoula Peace 
Coalition.
•  John F. Lawry, associate pro­
fessor of philosophy, and Bryan 
T. Black, instructor of philosophy, 
will continue their open-air dis­
cussions of controversial issues at 
the UC west entrance today at 
12:30 p.m.
•  Interested persons are urged 
to attend the Missoula Peace Co­
alition meeting Tuesday at 4 p.m. 
in UC 360.
•  The Model United Nations 
program is hosting 350 state high 
school students this weekend at 
UM. Model UN sessions will be 
held in the U.C Montana Rooms 
and Five Valleys Room.
•  Rice and tea suppers will be 
given Monday, Tuesday, and Wed­
nesday in the UC Gold Oak Room 
as part of the national peace fast.
Persons wishing to participate 
in the dinners should give their 
name and meal pass number to the 
UC Information Desk by 5 p.m. 
tomorrow.
About $3 will be given to the 
Missoula Peace Coalition by the 
Food Service for every person 
completing the three-day fast.
Treat your 
date to a
SUNDAE
at
H A N S O N 'S  
ICE C R E A M
519 S. Higgins
CBS reporter 
to speak here
SHOE REPAIRING DYEING
Mod Watchbands and Handbags
Ponchitta Pierce, CBS news cor­
respondent in New York, will be 
the guest speaker at the 1970 Mat­
rix Honor Table Sunday.
Awards will be presented at the 
banquet to UM coeds and local 
women for community activity.
Matrix Table is sponsored by 
Theta Sigma Phi, women’s jour­
nalism honorary.
Mrs. Hugh Harris, national vice 
president of the professional chap­
ters of Theta Sigma Phi will pre­
side as mistress of ceremonies.
Pesticide rules 
set by Mitchell
Guidelines regulating the use of 
pesticides on campus were set by 
the administration yesterday.
George Mitchell, administrative 
vice president, said the new poli­
cy is intended to minimize hazards 
associated with the use of pesti­
cides on campus. Mr. Mitchell said 
the administration recognizes the 
need for proper care of the 
grounds and buildings on campus 
but realizes that pesticides are 
needed to control insect and fun­
gus growths.
The policy prohibits using clori- 
nated hydrocarbons on vegetation. 
It also stipulates that pest control 
contracts be given to contractors 
who are best qualified in applying 
pesticides, rather than to the low­
est bidders.
Along with the tight guidelines, 
the policy requires that records be 
kept of pesticide applications. 
These records will be available to 
the University Pest Control Com­
mittee.
The six-man committee includes 
a plant pathologist, an entomolo­
gist, the campus sanitarian, a rep­
resentative of the student body, a 
student facilities committee mem­
ber and a Physical Plant represen­
tative, Mr. Mitchell said. v
JOHNSTON’S SHOES & SERVICE
HOLIDAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER 
9 -6  Monday-Saturday 9 -9  Friday 
THREE SHOE REPAIRMEN TO SERVE YOU
=  THE
1 ATTI C |
Open 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. s
SEE (Music Starts at 9)
MIXED DRINKS
I  THE OTHER ROOM
• 5* BEER FOR GIRLS! H
from 8-9 p.m. Friday-Saturday
University of Montana 
Missoula, Montana 59801 THE M O N T A N A  K A IM IN 'S  LOOK AT THE TIMES Vol. 72, No. 80 
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Small cemetaries near Missoula are gathering places for a local coven of witches.
M ontana K alinin photo (Gordon Lemon)
Students turn on to mysticism
By KAYE CASKEY
Editor’s note: Miss Caskey is former 
Montana Kaimin news editor.
A 23-year-old girl who calls herself Sa- 
maleshi sits cross-legged on the Higgins 
Ave. Bridge, facing the Clark Fork River. 
The roar of traffic behind her begins to 
fade from her ears. Next she loses the 
sensations of the biting cold of the concrete 
walkway, of muscle tension, of stinging 
gusts of wind. Her attention focuses on the 
surface of the river, the bottom of the river 
—until even that fades from perception and 
there is nothing left but herself confronting 
the essence of all else.
This is meditation. This blue-jeaned, 
poncho-wearing miss bows her unruly 
blond head of hair whenever she feels the 
need to tune out the world, to relax and 
achieve a blissful state of oneness.
Samaleshi’s religion of meditation is part 
of a movement of spiritual resurgence 
throughout America. Besides this medita­
tion cult, which follows the guru Maharishi 
Mahesh Yogi and stresses “know thyself,” 
mystical experiences practiced at UM in­
clude use of "I Ching,” or the Chinese Book 
of Changes, witchcraft, astrology, palm­
istry, graphology, ouiji and colorology. To 
one degree or another, they all qualify as 
mysticism—the attainment of knowledge of 
God through insight rather than ordinary 
sense perception.
The search for mystical experiences 
through meditation, the “non-drug turn­
on,” has ranged from the traditional Chris­
tian retreat and the Roman Catholic mon­
astery to the outright starvation and sen­
sory deprivation of the more esoteric East­
ern religions.
Samaleshi meditates wherever and when­
ever she feels the need to, even on local 
bridges.
Generally identifying herself with this 
Eastern persuasion, bridgesitter Semaleshi 
became a disciple of the Maharishi in 1967 
when she met him at Berkeley. The Maha­
rishi was a peaceful voice speaking out 
among the discordant tones of the ’60’s, 
offering a natural way to continue the 
exploration of the spirit begun by the hip 
culture and expanded through the use of 
drugs. He said that if 10 per cent of the 
world’s people would pursue meditation, 
world peace would be secure.
Samaleshi, who says her real name is 
“very ordinary,” is an occasional pottery 
student at the University and has no visible 
means of support. She finds peace in Mon­
tana where, she says, “my soul can run 
freely over the hills.” Here she finds free­
dom to meditate—usually three or four 
hours at a time—whenever and wherever 
the feeling comes over her. She used to do 
drugs, but thinks that meditation makes 
drugs redundant and foolish. She eats only 
vegetables and fasts sporadically.
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Through meditation, Samaleshi at­
tem pts to reach Samadhi, the state of 
expanded conciousness.
“By fasting and meditation I am bring­
ing out that in me which is God. Everyone 
has this quality for we are all made by and 
from God but we fail to search for it in 
ourselves,” she says.
Meditation is a learned practice, but a 
talent for the science or religion of colorol­
ogy seems to be inborn. One University 
freshman, Leslie, has been seeing auras of 
color around people since she was a ehilH 
and for many years believed it was a nor­
mal phenomenon.
Leslie referred to people not by the color 
of what they were, but by the color of their 
aura. According to the occult sciences, stars, 
numbers and colors exert a vibratory in­
fluence over human affairs. The psychic 
theory assumes existence of a human aura, 
or ethereal emanation issuing from every­
one, like swirls or darts of colored lights, 
each indicative of an individual mood. Ac­
cording to the pseudo-science, all exicted 
atoms, such as those found in the brain’s 
neural thought patterns, emit particular 
colors.
“I have never purchased a book on the 
subject to make interpretations of the colors 
I see,” Leslie says. “I can simply make 
judgment on my experiences with people.
I guess it’s just like anyone else does except 
they do it with the kind of behavior that 
person demonstrates and I do it with the 
shade of color they emanate.”
Leslie, a pretty girl with long brown hair, 
mini-skirts, boots and a cape, is determined 
to keep her gift a secret. “When I was about 
16 I innocently talked of my power and a
circus guy came and asked my parents if 
I could go with him on tour. The town I 
live in is quite small and all the people 
there thought I was crazy, and even my 
parents thought I was for awhile. They took 
me to a clinic, where the doctor said that 
I was fine and that, although rare, there 
were other documented cases of this thing.” ’ 
A witches coven that convenes in small­
town cemetaries around Missoula during 
the night practices mysticism with a switch 
—they want to know the devil, not God.
“There is more truth to Rosemary’s Baby 
that people in your world will open their 
minds to admit,” says one of the UM stu­
dent witches. “Such incidents occur quite 
commonly—some sexual ritual, such as in 
the film, is performed about once a day 
somewhere. I have the power to do it and 
my children will grow up to be of the 
devil’s company.”
The student warlock (male witch), who 
consented to an interview in a midnight 
telephone call, described himself as an 
average-looking chap with short blond 
hair, far from the witch image of beaked 
nose and straight black hair. He said that 
he descended from the devil but that the 
devil did not appear before him until he 
came to the University—apparently when 
he was considered mature enough to go 
about the devil’s business. The warlock 
authenticates his Luciferlan descent by re­
calling that even as a child he was repelled 
by ministers and devout persons; he got ill 
when forced to go to Sunday School, and 
saw ministers transformed in his mind to 
grotesque forms.
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The warlock said his coven w ill over­
throw the people who pose a threat to  
witchery.
“I feel no need to tell of my power; you 
may soon see the fruits of it in the change 
I am working on the University adminis­
tration. My goals are not all so immediate 
as that; I am working on eradicating the 
whole of Christian morality in this area.”
The task may take a while. The coven 
(standard strength: 13 witches) is under­
sized at seven.
More credible than the practice of witch­
craft and more based on self-knowledge 
is the devotion to the I Ching, Fuh-hi’s 
5,000-year-old Chinese book of divination.
From its simple beginnings as a fortune 
telling device, it grew and developed into 
the major Chinese book of cosmological, 
metaphysical and ethical interpretations] 
becoming the wellspring and the repository 
of such philosophies as Confucianism and 
Taoism. Confucius said that if his life were 
lengthened he would give 50 years to the 
study of “I Ching,” and might then find 
himself relieved of all great faults.
Montana coeds Marsha and Gianna do
not believe in the “I Ching” as a religion, 
but as a philosophy. Marsha often turns to 
the “I Ching” as a friend and does not ex­
pect it to predict her future, but rather 
tell her inner thoughts.
The “I Ching” theory asserts that what 
the West terms natural laws are merely 
statistical truths that have disconcertingly 
large numbers of exceptions. Thus, while 
the West has been preoccupied with some­
thing as being determined by law 50 per 
cent of the time, the East has focused its 
attention on the other 50 per cent that is 
determined by chance.
The West says, “If this happens, then 
something else will usually follow.”
The East says, “Ah, yes, but look how 
many times the random happens instead.”
The book contains 64 hexigrams—that is, 
collections of six solid and broken lines. 
The lines represent the extremes of the 
universe, Yang and Yin. Yang, the solid 
line, symbolizes masculinity, activity, heat, 
brightness, dryness, hardness and the prin­
ciple that “gives beginning” to things. Yin, 
the broken line, symbolizes feminity, pas­
sivity, cold, darknes, wetness, softness and 
the principle that “completes” things.
When the devotee throws coins or yarrow 
sticks, the'hexigrams on which they land 
are correlated with the psyche. For exam­
ple, the trigram for earth symbolizes the 
receptive; sky or heaven means the crea­
tive; fire is the clinging; water^means depth 
or the unconscious; lake is the joyous 
mountain; thunder the arousing, wind the 
gentle. Supposedly one unconsciously in­
fluences the way the coins or sticks fall, 
revealing to his conscious self what his 
problem is. Marsha first learned “I Ching” 
from Wayne McEvilly, professor of philoso­
phy at Montana State University. He is 
presently teaching such a course at MSU 
and said about 30 students there are de­
voted to the practice.
Some students are involved in the study 
of more than one form of mysticism. Gian­
na, a 19-year-old who dresses like a well- 
turned-out hippie, is a summation in her­
self of many practices. She is involved in 
almost everything mystical and seeks to 
learn more. She reads palms, studies the 
science of palmistry and finds drugs a 
mystical experience set apart from all 
others.' Besides being devoted to the “I 
Ching,” She follows and studies the signs 
of the zodiac. She is taking a calculus 
course to help her study the stars and com­
pute the astrological calendar.
Gianna believes God gives people their 
mystical powers and that everyone is in 
some way capable of mystical experiences. 
She says most people do not use their pow­
ers and therefore lose them. She regards 
herself as rather an encyclopedia of mysti­
cism and has been involved in it for five 
years. She believes in everything, that has 
a tinge of mysticism to it and thinks people 
have to know how to handle the spirit 
world in case a spirit possesses them.
Army kills Vietnamese story
MPs raid village’s black
By JACK F. PASKVAN 
Special to the Montana Kaimin
Editor’s note: Jack F. Paskvan was 
battalion correspondent for the 
97th Military Police stationed in 
Vietnam. This is the first com­
plete published account of the 
raid, which Mr. Paskvan said was 
“killed through Army channels.”
To his knowledge, he was the 
only official reporter on the scene 
at the time of the raid, he said.
At 3 a.m. on July 26, 1968, 
three companies of the 97th Mili­
tary Police Battalion were stand­
ing an unscheduled formation at 
an American base near the village 
of Cam Ranh in Vietnam. Not 
aware of why they had been sum­
moned in the middle of the night, 
they restlessly exchanged com­
plaints about the Army’s penchant 
for calling formations in the chilly 
morning hours.
They were promptly ordered to 
draw weapons from the armsrooms 
and given brief instructions re­
garding the details of their mission
_a surprise raid on blackmarket
operations in Cam Ranh.
Their mission was a, surprise 
blackmarket raid.
Prior to the American commit­
ment in Vietnam the people of the 
Cam Ranh area lived as simple 
fishermen, but with an ever-in­
creasing military buildup the area 
was soon surrounded by a massive 
American supply complex known 
as Cam Ranh Bay. A steady stream 
of supplies flow in daily by air 
and sea. Truck convoys carry 
these goods day and night to points 
all over central Vietnam. Cam 
Ranh has also grown, mostly with 
refugees. The people have become 
more enterprising in their occu­
pations — the blackmarket being 
foremost.'Millions of dollars of' 
goods are stolen yearly, most of 
which sooner or later appear on the 
shelves of Vietnamese businesses.
The decision to raid the village 
had been made the previous day 
with the consent of Lt. Col. Nguyen 
Dinh Bang, Province Chief of the 
Cam Ranh area. It was determined 
that the operation would fall into 
the hands of the MP’s, commanded 
by Lt-. Col. Robert Reinke with 
assistance from the Vietnamese 
National Police.
Two major conditions were in­
cluded in the operation. U.S. and 
PX property marked as .such 
would be returned to the Ameri­
cans, but all unmarked goods 
would be retained by Vietnamese 
customs. Secondly, Vietnamese 
National Policemen must accom­
pany Americans at all times while 
searching houses and businesses of 
the village.
Battalion headquarters had been 
active all night in preparation for 
the raid. Remarkably, those in 
command had kept the secret rath­
er well, maintaining an excellent
element of surprise. The batta­
lion adjutant, Capt. Frank Urso- 
marso, burst from his office ex­
citedly strapping on a pistol and 
commented, “This will be the big­
gest thing that ever happened to 
this outfit.”
By 4 a.m. the three MP com­
panies were standing outside the 
gates of Cam Ranh anxiously 
awaiting the order to proceed. Pa­
trol boats were already positioned 
in the village harbor and two 
dog handlers were patrolling the 
beach with their German shep­
herds to prevent villagers from 
escaping by water with contra­
band goods.
At the main gate a large crowd 
of Vietnamese was forming. None 
of them was permitted to leave 
the village until searched, yet the 
Americans could take no action 
without the arrival of the Viet­
namese police. Within a matter 
of minutes word had spread 
throughout the village that a large 
force of MP’s was waiting outside. 
The people quickly acted, hiding 
stolen goods or throwing them in­
to the harbor to avoid detection.
At 6 a.m. the Vietnamese Na­
tional Police arrived, two hours 
late. They made no effort to hurry 
as thewprepared to join the Amer­
ican group and actually seemed to 
display little or no enthusiasm to­
ward the operation.
Although specific buildings had 
been designated as primary tar­
gets for the raid, almost all busi­
ness establishments and many 
homes Were searched along the-, 
way. One of the first of these was 
the home of a Vietnamese police 
official.
The MP’s entered his home and 
found him surrounded by his 
family and friends. Seated in the 
corner was a Vietnamese National 
Policeman. An American lieuten­
ant began to explain the intru­
sion, „the polic  ̂■<. official, . but 
several men rose to his defenser 
with a violent flury of Vietnamese' 
and broken English. Tempers 
were flaring on both sides by the 
time an interpreter arrived. The 
interpreter spoke with the Viet­
namese for a few minutes and then 
turned to the lieutenant explaining 
that the people demanded they 
leave, and they should, not have 
come without a National Police­
man.
The MP’s found a refrigerator 
full of American beer.
“What’s wrong with him?” de­
manded the lieutenant pointing at 
the policeman- sitting in the chair. 
“He’s off duty,” replied the inter­
preter. “Well you tell him that he 
just went back on duty,” shouted 
the lieutenant. “Search the place,” 
he ordered. The search resulted in 
a refrigerator filled with Ameri­
can beer.
Down the street similar incidents 
were occurring on a smaller scale. 
An American soldier had confis­
cated several dollars in American 
military currency from an old 
woman. He tried to give her a re­
ceipt. Although it was common 
knowledge that these payment cer­
tificates were contraband items, 
the woman refused to understand 
and raged on furiously. After sev­
eral unsuccessful attempts to give 
her a receipt, the soldier walked 
away keeping the money for him­
self.
"To hell with her if she wants to 
be that way,” he said.
Another GI casually picked up 
a small bag of marijuana found in 
one home and took it for his per­
sonal use.
In another section of tH6 village 
two MP’s were standing on the 
porch of a well-known house of 
prostitution, guarding a variety of 
goods they had just confiscated in­
side. Among the contraband were 
two large sacks‘of marijuana, sev­
eral cases of steaks purchased by 
the Army and a portable gener­
ator.
“Hey, look at this,” yelled a MP 
pointing at the generator. “Yeah, 
it’s a generator,” replied a soldier 
in the street. “But it’s the gener­
ator that was stolen from our mess 
hall,” returned the MP. “These 
steaks probably came from there 
too.”
Many Vietnamese tried to hide 
or destroy items in the harbor 
rather than turn them over to the 
MP’s. The harbor patrol attempted 
to prevent it. One American said 
that they had caught a man throw­
ing a new tape-recorder into the 
water.
The raid was deemed a 
success.
By mid-morning a wide variety 
of blackmarket goods had been 
confiscated. Security' guards-were, 
.designatedM.tô JWOtect the-items, 
from the growing crowds of an­
gered and confused Vietnamese. At 
the main gate curious soldiers from 
other units in Cam Ranh Bay gath­
ered and attempted to get into the 
village. The security guards were 
confronted with the problem of 
preventing these men from enter­
ing the village and keeping the 
ones that got in honest.
At 11 a.m. the operation was 
terminated. In terms of the quan­
tity of goods collected, the MP’s 
deemed it a success. A two and
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one-half ton truck was filled with 
American beer and soda. Other 
items confiscated included stereos 
tape-recorders, stereo speakers, 
clocks, radios, watches, cases of 
American food-stuffs, several cases 
of hard liquor, at least 100 cartons 
of American cigarettes, fans, cam­
eras and miscellaneous smaller 
items sold in the PX.
The Army was able to recover 
some of its stolen equipment, 
which ranged from gas cans to 
clothing and cots. Fifty rounds of 
.30 caliber ammunition was con­
fiscated and several cases of insect 
repellent were returned to the 
Army. The Americans found very 
little in the line of actual enemy 
equipment, with the exception of 
the ammunition and pamphlets on 
the specifications of some Ameri- 
. can weapons. The MPs were 
amazed and somewhat embar­
rassed at their strangest discovery 
of the day—a case of Armed Forces 
Traffic Tickets stolen from their 
own office.
An unofficial estimate placed the
value of the haul in excess of 
$40,000. One member of the crim­
inal investigation team said this 
was about one-fifth of the mer­
chandise estimated to be in the 
village.
The action might have been con­
siderably more successful had the 
Vietnamese National Police not de­
layed it two hours, giving the vil­
lagers time to hide many of their 
(continued on page 11)
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Lawlor chides state leaders
By NANCY CHAPMAN 
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer 
John Lawlor, a Havre area 
rancher with a history of varied 
political loyalties, is opposing Mike 
Mansfield in the race for the Dem­
ocratic Party nomination to the 
U.S. Senate in June.
Mr. Lawlor, 30, is a former 
member of the Young Republicans, 
Young Democrats and Young 
Americans for Freedom. He be­
came an official candidate when 
he filed in Helena March 30.
Mr. Lawlor said he believes Sen­
ator Mansfield and other Montana 
congressmen have not been doing 
enough to help curb inflation, re­
duce U.S. foreign involvements 
and end support of a national mili­
tary-industrial complex.
Among the issues Mr. Lawlor 
expects to face in his campaign 
are environment, population, Viet­
nam, minorities, voting age, wel­
fare and gun control. His opinions: 
•  Vietnam—“I’m for leaving 
Vietnam to the Vietnamese. We 
fought our Civil War without out­
side intervention, yet there was a 
hell of a lot of butchering. Theirs 
is that kind of war in a sense. Our 
getting out would lead to a Viet­
namese civil war, it’s true. But 
once it was over, there would be
Military censors blackmarket information
(continued from page 10) 
goods. Some MP’s also complained 
that they had not received full co­
operation from the Vietnamese po­
lice throughout the day and several 
times had difficulty finding them 
or getting them to offer attentive 
assistance. Some of the Vietnamese 
police, however, did perform their 
duties without complaint.
Even though the blackmarket 
raid on Cam Ranh was officially 
termed a success, within a week 
after the operation the Army was 
becoming more skeptical about its 
success. Many of the goods “dis­
appeared” at Vietnamese customs. 
■The-Army supplies Were, returned,, 
but the PX suffered somewhat in 
the transaction. Although most of 
the goods were clearly American 
property, there also had to be 
proof that they belonged to the 
PX. That was extremely difficult 
to prove unless the items were still 
packaged, and most were not.
The Army “temporarily” clas­
sified both the photos of the 
raid and an accompanying feature. 
Meanwhile representatives of UPI 
were waiting at MP headquarters 
in Long Binh for a release. The 
material was sent to U.S. Army, 
Vietnam (USARV) headquarters 
where it was cleared and passed 
on to Military Assistance Com­
mand, Vietnam (MACV) with the 
verbal understanding that MACV 
would be certain to kill the story 
and permanently classify all the 
material.' Three months later MA­
CV stated that the photos and story 
would not be released.
The wire services did not wait 
for military red tape involving the 
incident, and within three weeks 
following the raid they submitted 
sketchy reports of the Cam Ranh 
blackmarket raid for release. The 
Overseas Weekly was unable to 
gain anything substantial from its 
investigation and killed the story.
One of the few published ac­
counts regarding the raid, or in 
this case consequences of the raid,
was a small article in the Stars & 
Stripes reporting that the Vietna­
mese newspaperman who insti­
gated the inquiries with his article 
of MP brutality was arrested for 
printing false information.
His story was deemed contrary 
to the successful cooperation be­
tween Vietnamese and American 
forces in Vietnam and his news­
paper was shut down by the gov­
ernment. At the time it was 
thought that he may face a possi­
ble death sentence for his act.
In the meantime the Army had 
also been conducting an investiga­
tion of the issue. An interview with 
.the womag fn'qlieSflori Yevealed' 
"that 'She wtasronfustfd" about what 
had happened and had changed her 
story several times. Lt. Col. Reinke, 
who was due to leave Vietnam, 
was held over at MACV headquar­
ters in Saigon for several days in 
private discussion of the operation. 
He and the MP’s in his command 
were officially cleared of any 
wrong doing.
In the months that followed the 
Army found a more successful 
method of stopping the blackmar­
ket of Cam Ranh Bay. The MPs
tightened their checks of Vietna­
mese going to and from Cam Ranh 
Bay and closed the village to all 
military personnel. Items were 
confiscated before they entered the 
blackmarket flow, and the village 
dwindled noticeable in population 
and prosperity..
Nevertheless, blackmarketing is 
still a big business in Vietnam. It 
has contributed greatly to the ci­
vilian prosperity and in contrast 
been a constant thorn in the sides 
of American civilian and military 
operations in the country. The 
blackmarket also receives the in- 
advertant support of most Ameri- 
■ cans stationed th£re by capitalizing 
on their-careless spending-and-pur­
chasing habits.
Judging from past experiences, 
the Americans have had with the 
blackmarket in Vietnam, it would 
be literally impossible to com­
pletely eliminate it from the coun­
try. Instead, the blackmarket will 
continue to operate and cost the 
United States millions of dollars a 
year throughout the duration of 
the war, or as long as this country 
continues to send material support 
to the Vietnamese people.
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no more blood running there.”
•  Environment—“We speak of 
pollution when the worst pollution 
we have is political pollution. 
There is too much greed of various 
power cliques and individuals who 
recognize their own immediate 
needs but not the needs of others. 
Speaking of pollution ecologically, 
the proper application of technol­
ogy can solve this problem quite 
readily within the next five years 
if we . attempt to carry through a 
crash program. The money should 
come when we stop our foreign 
commitments.”
•  Minorities—“I’m g l ad  we 
have minorities; I wish we had the 
toleration. Violence is not the an­
swer. It alienates people from the 
mainstream of life- and living.
“We should take the shackles 
of the Indians. Let them be ac­
cepted like everyone else. At pres­
ent, they have what I call a ‘second
class citizenship.’ We should do 
away with the reservations; they 
separate the Indians from the 
mainstream. America is supposed 
to be a melting pot, yet we’ve iso­
lated these people.”
•  Voting Age—“I’m definitely 
in favor of lowering the voting age. 
If young people were allowed to 
vote, they would take a more per­
ceptive interest in the political 
scenery.”
•  Welfare—“The best cure for 
welfare is a job. However, there 
are people who couldn’t exist any 
other way. I still don’t know how 
we’re going to get rid of that ‘wel­
fare Cadillac’ though.”
He expects “the luck of the 
Irish” to help him in the race 
against Mansfield.
“I have an Irish family back­
ground,” he said. “And as you 
know, the Irish are some of the 
greatest politicians in the world.”
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We, the associated pastors of the First Universal Life Church of 
Missoula, disclaim any association with the so-called “Free Life 
Church” which recently advertised in this and other publications. 
It is our unanimous opinion that to deal with persons such as they 
degrades our calling, compromises one’s claim to seriousness of 
purpose, and involves one in an iniquitous sing of legal, ethical, 
and moral quackery.
We wish it to be known that no person who desires to answer the 
Call of the Ministery need stoop to dealing with fly-by-night oper­
ators of diploma mills when our Church, built upon the sands of 
Universal Belief in That Which Is Right, dedicated to Absolute 
Freedom of Religion, can supply legal ordainations at less cost and 
without the taint of fraud.
Simply rush your name and address to us and we will mail you 
full information about our growing young Church and your place 
in it—or, if you prefer, simply rush a free-will donation of not 
less than $5 and we wiH’send you an ethical, fully legal minister’s 
license accepted in all States and many foreign lands. Satisfaction 
guaranteed, orders shipped promptly.
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ALL ABOUT DIAMONDS
Our Helpful “Blue Book”
Buying a diamond for the first time? Or even thinking 
about it in the next few months? Now is the time to 
stop in and get your first comprehensive information 
about these beautifully mysterious gems. We will be 
happy to show you a selection of qualities from our 
fine stock and explain the subtle points that establish 
the per carat price of every diamond. Also, pick up 
your free copy of the American Gem Society’s helpful 
36 page booklet on “Diamonds” which gives accurate 
information on grading and pricing. No obligation, of 
course. Stop in soon! member American gem society
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